
Clean your gutters (or hire someone else to do it) 

Wash all your window screens 

Beg someone to help you move your furniture so you 
can clean behind and under it 

Remove scuff marks on walls and baseboards with a Mr. 
Clean Magic Eraser 

Clean your dryer duct because that’s a thing 

Yearly

Freshen your garbage disposal drain first by vowing to 
use a heavy-duty solution, but compromising by 
throwing a lemon wedge down there 

Scrub shower walls   

Have three cups of coffee and vacuum your drapes and 
fabric shades

Clean your oven interior 

Monthly

Clean the fridge drawers, making sure to drain the river 
of liquid underneath your rotting vegetables 

Vacuum the whole house

Dust your blinds with a Swiffer Duster 

Avoid standing on something you’re not certain will 
hold your weight and dust your light fixtures by using a 
Swiffer Super Extender 

Wipe down your baseboards and become baffled 
about how much hair your family members have lost

Weekly

Fold throw blankets into pleasing shapes and drape 
them artistically over pieces of furniture 

Clean stovetops and wonder how oil got all over every 
single knob 

Fluff and organize throw pillows, but know that they’ll 
be disrupted again at any moment 

Wipe out broccoli explosion in the microwave 

WWash out pet food bowls 

Close all the closet and pantry doors that have been 
haphazardly left open by housemates who want you to 
slowly go insane 

Pick up extraneous objects chucked on the floor by 
other careless housemates 

Wash dishes immediately after use 

Launder clothes and resent the people who wear more 
than one outfit a day 

Wipe handprints off the TV 

Clean unidentifiable food smudges off tablet screens 

CCollect and organize kid toys, if you got ‘em 

Wipe countertops, stand back in the light to admire 
your work, see more splatters, wipe again

Make beds and consider throwing out all your 
decorative pillows 

Daily

WHOLE HOUSE CLEAN

NEAT FREAK


